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  18 

The Procellarum region is a broad area on the nearside of the Moon that is characterized 19 

by low elevations
1
, thin crust

2
, and high surface concentrations of the heat-producing 20 

elements uranium, thorium, and potassium
3,4

. The Procellarum region has been interpreted 21 



as an ancient impact basin approximately 3200 km in diameter
5-7

, though supporting 22 

evidence at the surface would have been largely obscured as a result of the great antiquity 23 

and poor preservation of any diagnostic features. Here we use data from the Gravity 24 

Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission
8
 to examine the subsurface structure 25 

of Procellarum. The Bouguer gravity anomalies and gravity gradients reveal a pattern of 26 

narrow linear anomalies that border the Procellarum region and are interpreted to be the 27 

frozen remnants of lava-filled rifts and the underlying feeder dikes that served as the 28 

magma plumbing system for much of the nearside mare volcanism.  The discontinuous 29 

surface structures that were earlier interpreted as remnants of an impact basin rim are 30 

shown in GRAIL data to be a part of this continuous set of quasi-rectangular border 31 

structures with angular intersections, contrary to the expected circular or elliptical shape 32 

of an impact basin
9
. The spatial pattern of magmatic-tectonic structures bounding 33 

Procellarum is consistent with their formation in response to thermal stresses produced by 34 

the differential cooling of the province relative to its surroundings, coupled with magmatic 35 

activity driven by the elevated heat flux in the region.  36 

 37 

The Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT) is defined by higher than average values of the 38 

surface abundances of potassium, rare earth elements, and phosphorus
3,10

 (Fig. 1). The PKT 39 

likely experienced a geodynamical history that differed from that of the rest of the Moon because 40 

of the elevated heat flow resulting from the high crustal concentrations of heat-producing 41 

elements
10-12

. The region encompasses the majority of the mare basalt provinces, including many 42 

that are not associated with known impact basins. The interpretation of the region as an impact 43 

basin was based on its distinctive composition and generally low elevation, together with the 44 



photogeological interpretation of features as fragments of circular basin rings
5-7,13

. The most 45 

prominent candidate ring structures are the mare shorelines and scarps on the western edge of 46 

Oceanus Procellarum and the northern edge of Mare Frigoris
5
 (Fig. 1a; Extended Data Fig. 1). 47 

However, these arcuate segments span only a fraction of the circumference of the proposed 48 

basin, requiring that much of the proposed topographic rim was destroyed or modified beyond 49 

recognition. 50 

In this study, we use data from NASA’s GRAIL mission
8
 to examine the subsurface 51 

structure of the Procellarum region.  Bouguer gravity data (gravity field corrected for the 52 

contributions of surface topography) and gravity gradients (second horizontal derivatives of the 53 

Bouguer potential
14

) reveal a distinctive pattern of anomalies surrounding the region (Fig. 1b-c). 54 

These narrow belts of negative gravity gradients and positive gravity anomalies indicate narrow 55 

zones of positive density contrast in the subsurface. Previous work revealed a population of 56 

narrow, randomly oriented, ancient igneous intrusions that lack surface expressions
14

. In 57 

contrast, the PKT border anomalies are broader features that are spatially associated with the 58 

maria and appear to be part of an organized large-scale structure. These anomalies are the 59 

dominant features not associated with impact basins in the global gravity gradients, but only a 60 

portion of the western border anomalies in Oceanus Procellarum were noted in earlier gravity 61 

studies
15

. 62 

To investigate the source of the anomalies, we first inverted the gravity field in the 63 

spherical harmonic domain under the assumption that the anomalies arise from variations in the 64 

thickness of both the maria and the underlying feldspathic crust (see online-only Methods for 65 

details). We focus here on two models to illustrate the range of solutions: the first imposes an 66 



isostatic condition on the pre-mare crust, and the second forces the amplitude of the relief along 67 

the mare-crust and crust-mantle interfaces to be equal and opposite in magnitude.  For these two 68 

models, the average structure across two of the border anomalies at the northwest corner of the 69 

PKT suggest the presence of elongated mare-filled depressions in the feldspathic crust having 70 

widths of ~150 km and depths of 2–4 km, and underlain by crust-mantle interfaces that are 71 

shallower than adjacent areas by 3–6 km (Fig. 2e-h; Extended Data Figs 2-3). If we instead 72 

assume that the PKT border anomalies arise from igneous intrusions in the subsurface
14

, 73 

inversions of the average gravity profiles across these two anomalies yield widths of 66−6
+5 and 74 

82−36
+19  km and vertical extents of 8−1

+1 and 6−1
+3 km for intrusions with elliptical cross-sections, 75 

assumed density contrasts of 550 kg/m
3
, and bottom depths of 25 km (Fig. 2c-d; see Methods).  76 

The spherical harmonic inversion solutions are consistent with thickening of the maria over 77 

linear depressions formed by crustal thinning, as could occur in volcanically flooded rift 78 

valleys
16

. The branching of anomalies of the western border structure and the triple-junction 79 

intersections at some corners are consistent with the attributes of planetary rifts. This 80 

interpretation is also supported by the broad elongated depressions surrounding the border 81 

anomalies beneath Mare Frigoris and western Mare Tranquilitatis, and the scarps found in the 82 

highlands adjacent to some of the border anomalies
5
. The inferred crustal thinning could arise 83 

from extension of the crust by 8–18 km (Extended Data Table 1). For the intrusion models, the 84 

large widths of the inferred intrusions (greatly exceeding the vertical dimensions), and the 85 

association of the gravity anomalies with mare basalts at the surface, suggest that dike-like 86 

intrusions are not solely responsible for the anomalies.  A combination of crustal thinning, mare 87 

thickening, and intrusion by dike swarms provides the most likely explanation for the anomalies. 88 

The elevated heat flux in the PKT
10

 coupled with passive mantle upwelling during rifting would 89 



have led to widespread partial melting of the underlying mantle
16

, so extensional tectonics would 90 

have been accompanied by dike intrusion and volcanism. These dikes may represent the magma 91 

plumbing system that provided conduits connecting deep magma reservoirs to many of the 92 

nearside maria.  93 

The PKT border structures are the only known lunar structures consistent with large-scale 94 

rifting of the crust, a process more common on Earth, Venus, and Mars.  The surface exposures 95 

of the maria overlying the border structures formed 3.51±0.25 billion years ago (Ga; area-96 

weighted mean and standard deviation)
17

, representing the final stages of the volcanic infilling of 97 

the structures.  In contrast, the rest of the nearside maria exhibit a range of ages of 1.2–4.0 Ga. 98 

Volcanic infilling of the rifts may have been a self-limiting process because the flexural response 99 

to the loading would have caused compression in the upper lithosphere, possibly closing off the 100 

magma conduits.  This inference is supported by the observation of wrinkle ridges overlying and 101 

parallel to the border structures. Parallel wrinkle ridges flanking the Mare Frigoris border 102 

structure may also reflect structural control of the wrinkle ridges by buried tectonic structures. 103 

In a polar projection centred on the PKT, the border structures delineate a quasi-104 

rectangular shape (Fig. 3).  The arcuate scarps at the edges of Maria Frigoris and Procellarum 105 

that were previously interpreted as rim segments of a Procellarum basin are seen in the GRAIL 106 

data to be a small fraction of this continuous set of well-expressed structures that trace out a 107 

polygonal pattern consisting of predominantly straight sides and angular intersections (Extended 108 

Data Fig. 1).  The northeast and northwest corners of the structure deviate from the proposed 109 

circular rim
5
 by 215 km and 175 km, respectively.  Only the discontinuous and poorly expressed 110 

anomalies in the southwest portion of the region are compatible with a circular rim. This quasi-111 



rectangular pattern is in contrast with the circular or elliptical shapes of all other large impact 112 

basins
9
, including the hemisphere-scale Borealis basin on Mars, for which a continuous elliptical 113 

basin rim can be traced in topography and gravity data
18

.  The interpretation of the PKT border 114 

structures as the rim of an impact basin would require hundreds of kilometres of horizontal 115 

deformation with large strain gradients to produce the angular corners. No evidence of such 116 

large-magnitude strain exists on the Moon
19

. Furthermore, the negative gravity gradients of the 117 

border structures do not match the signatures of known impact basins, such as the Imbrium and 118 

South Pole-Aitken basins, which are characterized by paired positive and negative gradients of 119 

equal amplitude flanking the rims and negative gradients throughout the basin interiors. 120 

Although it is not possible to disprove the existence of an ancient degraded Procellarum basin 121 

that lacks a clear geophysical signature, the geometry and gravitational signature of the structures 122 

bordering the PKT do not support the interpretation that they mark the rim of a basin.  123 

The formation and geometric pattern of the PKT border structures require an explanation. 124 

Although the gravity anomalies are consistent with either lava-flooded rift valleys or dense 125 

swarms of dikes, both interpretations require substantial extension across the border structures. 126 

The location of the structures at the edge of the PKT suggests that the elevated heat flux in this 127 

region
10

 may have played a role in the extension inferred from the gravity modelling. In a state of 128 

thermal equilibrium, both the temperature and the rate of change in temperature in the 129 

lithosphere would be linearly proportional to the concentration of heat-producing elements in 130 

and/or beneath the crust.  Thus, although the PKT was always warmer than its surroundings due 131 

to the high concentrations of heat-producing elements, it would have cooled at a greater rate due 132 

to declining radiogenic heat production
10

. The cooling lithosphere would then have experienced 133 

thermal contraction, which in turn would have caused horizontal extension at the margins. 134 



Cooling by 600 K across a region 2000 km wide would have induced the equivalent of ~8 km of 135 

extension. We tested this hypothesis with a simple model of the thermal evolution and resultant 136 

stresses (see Methods).  A finite difference model was used to represent the conductive thermal 137 

evolution of the Moon, given the equivalent of 10 km of KREEP basalt at the base of a 40-km-138 

thick crust within a spherical cap 2000 km in diameter
10,11

. The model predicts a temperature 139 

decrease of the PKT relative to its surroundings of  >600 K between 4.0 and 3.0 Ga, with the 140 

maximum cooling at the base of the crust (Fig. 4a; Extended Data Figs 4-5).  141 

The stresses resulting from the thermal contraction of the lithosphere between 4.0 and 3.0 142 

Ga were calculated with an elastic finite element model
20

. The far-field stresses on the opposite 143 

side of the planet were subtracted in order to isolate the effects of the PKT, since the mean stress 144 

in the lithosphere may have been affected by global contraction or expansion
14,21

. Cooling and 145 

contraction of the lower lithosphere within the PKT caused extension, which induced 146 

compression in the elastically-coupled upper lithosphere inside the PKT, and extension 147 

throughout the lithosphere at the edge of the PKT (Fig. 4c). Similar results were obtained if the 148 

KREEP-rich material was distributed throughout the crust (Extended Data Figs 6-7). This 149 

extension may have been augmented by an early period of global expansion
14

.  150 

Many of the maria not associated with impact basins are found over the PKT border 151 

structures.  Rise of magma to the surface in dikes requires the most tensile stress to be horizontal, 152 

as well as a vertical gradient in stress conducive to magma ascent
22

. The model predicts that the 153 

extensional zone bordering the PKT was conducive to magma ascent in dikes (Fig. 4d). In 154 

contrast, compressional stresses in the upper lithosphere within the centre of the PKT would tend 155 

to inhibit the rise of magma, except where this stress field was modified by later processes such 156 



as impacts or loading and flexure of the lithosphere, or where magma ascent was aided by 157 

volatile exsolution or a pressurized magma chamber.  158 

In order to form the observed rectilinear pattern of structures, it is necessary to break the 159 

azimuthal symmetry assumed in the model. Volumetric contraction beneath a free surface 160 

generates fracture patterns with characteristic corner angles of 120°. This pattern results in six-161 

sided polygons at scales ranging from 1-100’s of cm (e.g., mud cracks, columnar joints in 162 

basalt), to 1-100 m (e.g., thermal contraction polygons in permafrost), to 10 km (e.g., polygons 163 

from sediment compaction in the lowlands of Mars
23

). However, as the size of the structure 164 

becomes large relative to the radius of the planet, surface curvature becomes important. A 165 

polygon with 120° corner angles will have five or four sides when the lengths of the sides reach 166 

32° or 80° of arc, respectively. The mean length of the PKT border structures is 2150 km or 71°, 167 

and the angles of the vertices range from 109° to 125°. Thus, at the scale of the PKT, a set of 168 

linear rifts intersecting at 120°-angle junctions around a contracting cap may result in a quasi-169 

rectangular structure.  170 

We note a similarity in the pattern of structures to the south polar terrain (SPT) of Saturn’s 171 

icy moon Enceladus (Fig. 3; Extended Data Fig. 8)
24,25

. Both the PKT and SPT are bordered by 172 

quasi-rectangular sets of tectonic belts with angular intersections that sometimes take the form of 173 

triple junctions. Both structures enclose regions approximately 70-80° in diameter of low 174 

topography
1,25

, enhanced volcanic activity
10,24

, and strongly elevated heat flow
10,26

. However, we 175 

emphasize that there are important differences between the specific processes at work and the 176 

evolutionary histories of these two very different terrains – including the tidal source of the heat, 177 

the prevalence of compressional tectonism
24,25

, the likelihood of a subsurface ocean
27

, and the 178 



possibility of a mobile lithosphere
28

 on Enceladus.  Nevertheless, the gross morphological and 179 

geophysical similarities between the PKT on the Moon and the SPT on Enceladus suggest the 180 

possibility of broad parallels in their geodynamic evolution, and that similar parallels may exist 181 

with other magmatic-tectonic centres (e.g., the northern lowlands of Mercury, an irregular 182 

depression ~80° in diameter
29

 that has experienced widespread volcanic resurfacing
30

). 183 

 184 

METHODS SUMMARY 185 

Gravity gradients were calculated from the GRAIL Extended Mission gravity model 186 

GRGM900b with the SHTOOLS toolkit (available on-line at shtools.ipgp.fr). Spherical 187 

harmonic modelling of the mare and crustal thicknesses utilized SHTOOLS. The thermal models 188 

used a finite difference model of heat transfer for assumed concentrations of heat-producing 189 

elements in the PKT, crust, and mantle. Finite element modelling was conducted with the 190 

TEKTON code in an axisymmetric spherical geometry to examine the elastic stresses in the 191 

lithosphere. 192 

 193 

Online Content Any additional Methods and Extended Data display items are available in the online version of the 194 

paper; references unique to these sections appear only in the online paper. 195 
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 214 

Figure 1. Global maps of (a) topography, (b) Th concentration, (c) Bouguer gravity 215 

anomaly, and (d) gravity gradients on the Moon.  All maps are simple cylindrical projections 216 

centred on the nearside.  The circular rim of the proposed Procellarum impact basin
5
 (black 217 

dashed line), the outline of the maria (white lines
17

), and the extent of the PKT (red line, 218 

corresponding to a Th concentration of 3.5 ppm; ref. 4) are shown in a. Features discussed in the 219 

text are labelled in a.  220 



 221 

Figure 2. Gravity and subsurface structure of the PKT border structures.  a-b, Maps of the 222 

modelled thickness of the maria and underlying feldspathic crust.  c-d, Average Bouguer gravity 223 

profiles perpendicular to border anomalies 1 and 2 (see panel a for locations). e-h, Average 224 

cross-sections of the model results orthogonal to the border anomalies showing the mare (dark 225 

grey) and feldspathic crust (light grey) for two different sets of filters.  The models in e-f impose 226 

the condition that the relief along the interfaces was in isostatic equilibrium prior to infilling by 227 

mare basalt, whereas the models in g-h impose the condition that the relief along the interfaces 228 

was equal and opposite in amplitude (see Methods for further details and Extended Data Fig. 3 229 

for results from additional models). 230 

231 



 231 

Figure 3. Geometric pattern of the Procellarum KREEP terrane (PKT) border structures, 232 

with a comparison to the Enceladus south polar terrain (SPT).  a, The border structures of 233 

the PKT highlighted by the gravity gradients trace out a quasi-rectangular pattern, enclosing b, a 234 

broad region of low elevations
1
. c, The SPT is similarly a region of low elevation

25
 and high heat 235 

flow
26

 (Extended Data Fig. 8) surrounded by a quasi-rectangular pattern of border structures. All 236 

maps are in a simple polar projection.  In all panels, the circle corresponds to an angular diameter 237 

of 180° of surface arc, divided into 10° increments. 238 

239 



 239 

Figure 4.  Predicted temperature and stress for the Procellarum region. a, Predicted 240 

temperature change of the PKT relative to its surroundings between 4.0 and 3.0 Ga. The 241 

Procellarum region is centred on the pole on the left side of the figure.  The black line denotes 242 

the area expanded in panels c and d.  b, In-plane horizontal elastic stress radial to the centre of 243 

the PKT at the surface predicted by the finite element model (where positive stresses are tensile; 244 

the far-field stress profile has been subtracted to calculate the relative stresses). c, Cross-section 245 

of the in-plane horizontal elastic relative stress.  d, Predicted zones of magma ascent; dark grey 246 

indicates horizontal extension conducive to vertical dike formation, light grey indicates both 247 

horizontal extension and a vertical stress gradient more favourable to magma ascent than in the 248 

lithosphere far from the PKT, and red indicates areas in which magma will rise unassisted by 249 



other factors. Cross-hatching indicates regions in which none of the criteria for magma ascent are 250 

met. The temperatures in a and stresses in b,c are both taken relative to the far-field values in the 251 

opposite hemisphere. 252 
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Methods 326 

Gravity gradients 327 

Gravity data was analyzed from gravity model GRGM900b obtained from observations 328 

during the primary and extended GRAIL missions.  The Bouguer gravity anomaly model was 329 

generated for an assumed a crustal density of 2550 kg/m
3 

(ref. 2). The Bouguer gravity gradients 330 

were calculated in the spherical harmonic domain
31

 using the software archive SHTOOLS (freely 331 

available on-line at shtools.ipgp.fr). The eigenvalues of the horizontal gravity gradient tensor 332 

(G11, G22), representing the values of the maximum and minimum curvature of the potential field 333 

at each point, were then calculated. As was done previously
14

, the eigenvalues were combined 334 

into a single value (the maximum-amplitude horizontal gradient, or Ghh) representing the second 335 

horizontal derivative of maximum amplitude at each point on the surface: 336 

 337 

Γhh =
Γ11   if Γ11 > Γ22

Γ22   if Γ11 ≤ Γ22

 338 

 339 

where x  indicates the absolute value of x. This maximum-amplitude horizontal gradient 340 

represents the gradient orthogonal to any structures that dominate the local gravity, regardless of 341 

their orientation. The gravity gradients are given in units of Eötvös (1 E = 10
-9

 s
-2

).  The gravity 342 

gradients were used to reveal the presence of discrete subsurface structures, whereas the Bouguer 343 

gravity anomaly and potential were used in all subsequent analyses. 344 

In this representation of the gravity gradients, a positive density anomaly will produce a 345 

negative gravity gradient, whereas a step function density anomaly will produce a symmetric pair 346 

of positive and negative gravity gradients flanking the step.  For this reason, the mantle uplift 347 

beneath large impact basins is expressed as an outer ring of positive gravity gradients and an 348 



inner ring of negative gravity gradients.  Thus, although some of the border structures are near 349 

the edges of the overlying maria, the gravity gradient signatures are not consistent with the 350 

anomalies expected to arise from edge effects of the maria.  Furthermore, the northern border 351 

anomaly is approximately centred within Mare Frigoris, and the western border structure exhibits 352 

three branches that are offset from the edge of the overlying Oceanus Procellarum by as much as 353 

600 km.  The average Bouguer gravity profiles perpendicular to the border structures reveal 354 

narrow positive Bouguer anomalies (Fig. 2c,d). The elongated negative gravity gradients and 355 

positive Bouguer gravity anomalies bordering the Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT) are most 356 

simply explained by elongated positive density anomalies.  357 

In previous work focusing on narrower structures in the lunar gravity gradient field 358 

interpreted as giant dikes or swarms of dikes, we calculated the gradients using a high-pass filter 359 

at degree and order 50, which emphasized shorter-wavelength structures
14

. The focus of the 360 

present work is on the longer-wavelength border anomalies surrounding the PKT, which have 361 

significant power at degrees less than 50. Thus, the gravity gradients were calculated between 362 

degrees 2 and 400, with a cosine-shaped taper applied between degrees 350 and 400.  Two of the 363 

border anomalies in the northwest part of the region coincide with ancient igneous intrusions 364 

identified in the previous study of the short-wavelength gravity gradients
14

. However, the 365 

majority of the giant dikes identified in that study are narrower structures that lack a surface 366 

expression and are distributed randomly across the planet
14

. In contrast, the PKT border 367 

anomalies are longer-wavelength structures that occur within the maria and appear to be part of a 368 

large-scale organized structure. 369 

In order to highlight the true shape of the PKT border anomalies, the Bouguer gravity 370 

data and gradients were plotted in a simple polar projection, preserving the distance between 371 



each point and the origin, and thus preserving the shape of features centred on the origin. The 372 

global Bouguer gravity gradient map in cylindrical projection (Fig. 1) appears to show a 373 

pentagonal structure encompassing the PKT.  However, re-projection in a polar projection 374 

centred on the region (Fig. 3a) reveals that the structure as a whole is dominantly quasi-375 

rectangular. The pentagonal appearance in the cylindrical projection is a result of both the 376 

distortions at high latitude in that projection and a kink in the northern border structure at its 377 

mid-point.  378 

A previous study
5
 mapped possible ring structures associated with the Procellarum basin 379 

on a Lambert azimuthal equal-area map of the nearside of the Moon.  A comparison of the 380 

GRAIL gravity gradients with this map (Extended Data Fig. 1) reveals that the majority of the 381 

mare shorelines and major scarps identified in that study parallel the Procellarum border 382 

anomalies, and a significant fraction of the wrinkle ridges overlie the border anomalies. 383 

However, the angular corners apparent in the gravity gradients are missing or rounded off in the 384 

mapped surface structures.  The scarps and mare shorelines adjacent to the border anomalies are 385 

consistent with their interpretation as lava-flooded rifts, and the alignment of wrinkle ridges over 386 

the border anomalies is consistent with the flexural stresses expected to arise from the narrow 387 

loads inferred from the gravity data. The tracing of these structures on a Lambert azimuthal 388 

equal-area map, which does not preserve angles and causes significant distortions around the 389 

edges due to the non-linear radial distance scale, contributes to the apparent circularity of the 390 

structures. This distortion is particularly prominent for the northwest corner of the PKT border 391 

structures, which occurs near the limb of the Moon where the distortion is at its greatest.  392 

Nevertheless, even in this projection the border anomalies clearly delineate a polygonal structure. 393 

A simple polar projection centred on the Procellarum region preserves the distance from the 394 



center to all points and thus provides a more accurate depiction of shapes centered on the origin. 395 

Only the discontinuous structures in the southwest corner of the Procellarum region are 396 

consistent with a circular pattern. 397 

 398 

Gravity inversions 399 

Long-wavelength Bouguer gravity anomalies on the Moon are thought to arise largely 400 

from variations in the relief along the crust-mantle interface
2,32

. In contrast, because the 401 

gravitational potential of short-wavelength anomalies attenuates rapidly with elevation, most of 402 

the observed high-degree power in the Bouguer gravity must arise at depths shallower than the 403 

crust-mantle interface.  At intermediate degrees, the origin of the gravity anomalies depends on 404 

the geodynamic setting. For the case of the PKT, the vast majority of the border anomalies occur 405 

beneath maria, and thus the anomalies likely arise at least in part from variations in the relief 406 

along the mare-crust interface. However, some minor branches extend off from the main border 407 

anomalies into the surrounding crust outside the maria, suggesting that at least some component 408 

of intrusive dikes and/or uplifted crust-mantle interface contributes to the anomalies. We 409 

consider both possibilities in our analysis. 410 

The width of the gravity anomalies and their association with mare basalts at the surface 411 

suggest that the anomalies may be the result of local thickening of the maria above linear 412 

tectonic structures and/or uplift of the crust-mantle interface beneath those structures.  To 413 

investigate this scenario, we inverted the gravity data in the spherical harmonic domain by 414 

downward continuing the Bouguer gravity to the appropriate radii and iteratively solving for the 415 

spherical harmonic coefficients describing the relief along the density interfaces of interest, 416 

taking into account the finite-amplitude effects of that relief
32

. This approach has been applied 417 



previously for calculating the relief along the crust-mantle interface
2,32

, but here we wish to solve 418 

for the relief along both the mare-crust and crust-mantle interfaces. We first calculated the 419 

Bouguer gravity using the density of mare basalt, since the maria comprise the top layer in our 420 

three-layer model (mare, crust, and mantle). We adopt a mare density of ρm=3150 kg/m
3
, based 421 

on the average of measured densities of Apollo mare samples
33

. The Bouguer anomaly was then 422 

used to calculate the relief along the mare-crust and crust-mantle interfaces.  423 

The solution for the relief along two different subsurface density interfaces is inherently 424 

non-unique.  In order to capture a range of possible solutions, we consider different filters to 425 

parse the gravity anomalies between the crust-mantle interface and the mare-crust interface.  We 426 

designed a filter wl to allow us to specify the desired ratio, f, between the relief along the crust-427 

mantle interface and that along the mare-crust interface, taking into account the degree-428 

dependent amplification of the gravity anomalies during their downward continuation to the 429 

mean depth of the interface of interest: 430 

 431 

wl =
RM /R0( )l+2

ρM − ρc( )⋅ f
Rm /R0( )l+2

ρm − ρc( ) + RM /R0( )l+2
ρM − ρc( )⋅ f

 432 

 433 

where l is the spherical harmonic degree, ρc is the density of the feldspathic crust, ρM is the 434 

density of the mantle, ρm is the density of the mare, R0 is the mean planetary radius (1737.15 km; 435 

ref. 1), Rm is the mean radius of the mare-crust interface, and RM is the mean radius of the crust-436 

mantle interface. This filter was applied in calculating the relief along the crust-mantle interface, 437 

and the remaining Bouguer gravity was then used to calculate the relief along the mare-crust 438 

interface.  We assumed densities of 2550 kg/m
3
 and 3220 kg/m

3
 for the crust and mantle, 439 



respectively, on the basis of previous GRAIL analyses
2
. We assumed a mean radius of the crust-440 

mantle interface of 1697.15 km, resulting in a mean crustal thickness of 40 km, and a mean 441 

radius of the mare-crust interface of 1736.15 km. The filters used for the models depicted in Fig. 442 

2 are shown in Extended Data Fig. 2. The first model represents the case in which the feldspathic 443 

crust was in a state of isostasy prior to infilling by the mare, leading to a ratio f of ρc/(ρM-ρc) 444 

(Extended Data Fig. 2a). In this model, isostasy is defined using the simple criterion of equal 445 

masses in adjacent columns.  If some of the volcanic infilling of the structures occurred in 446 

parallel with the extensional tectonics, the resulting load would have driven added subsidence, 447 

which would have changed the ratio between the relief along the mare-crust and crust-mantle 448 

interfaces. The second model represents the case in which the relief along the two interfaces was 449 

equal and opposite in amplitude, with f taking on a value of 1 for degrees >10. However, because 450 

the long-wavelength topography of the Moon is largely isostatic, we assumed the isostatic ratio 451 

for f for degrees 1–3, with a linear transition between the isostatic and equal amplitude values 452 

over degrees 3–10, and the equal amplitude value from degrees 10 to 125  (Extended Data Fig. 453 

2b). These two models serve to illustrate the range of possible solutions and the relative 454 

insensitivity of the inferred extension to the model assumptions.  A low-pass cosine taper from 455 

degrees 125 to 150 was applied to all models.  456 

 The resulting models match the gravity data but do not take into account the effects of 457 

flexure, which would perturb the interface depths relative to their elevations prior to mare 458 

loading and thus alter the assumed pre-loading ratio between the relief along the interfaces. 459 

Although the models were applied globally, the results are not valid in areas outside the maria. 460 

Similarly, crustal thickness models that neglect the high density of the mare basalt and the 461 

possible variations in mare thickness will have errors within the maria. The mean radius of the 462 



mare-crust interface was chosen so as to bring the base of the maria within the Procellarum 463 

region below the surface over most of the observed maria.  However, the modeled long-464 

wavelength variations in the thickness of the maria are poorly constrained because of the 465 

ambiguity between the gravitational effects of variations in the relief along the mare-crust and 466 

crust-mantle interfaces.  As a result, the distribution of areas with predicted mare thicknesses 467 

greater than zero only approximately matches the observed distribution of the maria. 468 

Nevertheless, the shortwavelength variations in the thickness of the maria beneath the border 469 

anomalies are robust, given the model assumptions. 470 

The density of the lunar mantle beneath the PKT is not known.  The process responsible 471 

for concentrating the KREEP-rich materials on the nearside of the Moon may have also brought 472 

dense ilmenite-rich cumulates to the base of the crust on the nearside
34

.  Overturn of the 473 

buoyantly unstable magma ocean cumulates would have mixed this material to deeper levels in 474 

the lunar mantle
35,36

, but this overturn is limited by the high viscosity of the solid ilmenite-rich 475 

cumulates and will only occur for a limited range of scenarios
37

.  It is possible that a mixture of 476 

olivine and ilmenite-rich cumulates sank as solid diapirs, leaving behind a portion of the 477 

ilmenite-rich material at shallower levels
37

.  To account for the possibility of shallow ilmenite-478 

rich material beneath the PKT, we also consider a high-mantle-density endmember model with 479 

an assumed mantle density of 3500 kg/m
3
, representative of the density of the late stage 480 

crystallization products from the magma ocean
36

. The higher mantle density reduces the 481 

predicted mantle uplift beneath the border structures, and similarly reduces the predicted 482 

extension. 483 

We also considered two additional end-member scenarios in our gravity models.  For one 484 

model, we assumed that all of the gravity anomalies at degrees >10 arise from variations in the 485 



thickness of the maria.  This model required a mean mare-crust interface radius of R0-6 km in 486 

order to bring the mare-crust interface below the surface in the regions of interest.  For another 487 

model, we assumed that all of the gravity anomalies at degrees >10 arise from variations in the 488 

relief along the crust-mantle interface. This model became unstable at higher degrees due to the 489 

amplification of the high-degree gravity anomalies during downward continuation to the mean 490 

depth of the crust-mantle interface, so a cosine taper was applied between degrees 75 and 100 to 491 

stabilize the solution. As a result, this model is a factor of 1.6 coarser in resolution than the other 492 

models.  This result provides further evidence that the short-wavelength gravity anomalies must 493 

arise from density anomalies at depths more shallow than the crust-mantle boundary. This model 494 

ascribing all of the Bouguer gravity to variations along the crust-mantle interface is comparable 495 

in resolution to the global GRAIL crustal thickness models
2
 (low-pass filtered with an amplitude 496 

of 0.5 at degrees 87 and 80, respectively, corresponding to spatial wavelengths of 63 and 68 km).  497 

In contrast, the models ascribing a substantial fraction of the Bouguer gravity to the shallower 498 

mare-crust interface are higher in resolution (low-pass filtered with an amplitude of 0.5 at degree 499 

137, corresponding to a spatial wavelength of 40 km). For both models described above, we 500 

assumed that variations in the the top and bottom surfaces of the feldspathic crust from degrees 1 501 

to 3 were isostatically compensated before mare flooding, with a linear transition to the desired 502 

filter from degrees 3 to 10.  These final two models are not likely to be accurate representations 503 

of the subsurface structure, but they bracket the range of possible solutions. 504 

The predicted relief along the interfaces was used to calculate the thicknesses of the crust 505 

and maria (Extended Data Fig. 3).  The broad patterns of mare thickness in this region as 506 

indicated by the models are highly uncertain, due to the non-uniqueness of the division of the 507 

gravity anomalies between the mare-crust interface and the crust-mantle interface.  In some 508 



areas, the predicted base of the mare rises above the surface, indicating the need for subsurface 509 

mass deficits as could arise from additional variations in the crustal thickness or density in order 510 

to explain the observed gravity within the context of this model. These errors outside the maria 511 

do not affect the predictions for the Procellarum border structures. The local thickening of the 512 

mare over the western Procellarum border structure is to first order consistent with maps of the 513 

mare thickness derived from geological constraints, such as the burial depths of impact craters, 514 

which show local thickenings of up to >1.5 km along this structure
38

.  Models combining the 515 

effects of dikes with the relief along the mare-crust and crust-mantle interfaces would predict 516 

narrower dikes than models that ascribe the entire gravity anomaly to the presence of dikes, and 517 

reduced relief along the density interfaces relative to models without dikes. 518 

The extension across the structures was calculated from the thickness of the feldspathic 519 

crust by integrating the fractional crustal thickness anomaly across the structures: 520 

 521 

ΔL = 1−
c(x)

c0

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ dx∫  522 

 523 

where ΔL is the change in length, c(x) is the thickness of the feldspathic crust as a function of 524 

location, and c0 is the mean thickness of the crust on either side of the structure.  The extension 525 

was calculated between the shoulders on either side of the rift for each model, encompassing a 526 

zone 131 and 152 km wide for anomalies 1 and 2, respectively.  The calculated extension and 527 

corresponding extensional strain across the structures for each of the models are given in 528 

Extended Data Table 1.  The models with an isostatic ratio between the relief at the top and 529 

bottom of the feldspathic crust predict greater extension because a larger fraction of the gravity 530 

signal is downward continued to the crust-mantle interface, resulting in greater amplification of 531 



the short-wavelength anomalies.  The extension calculated using the crustal thickness models is 532 

an upper bound because some contribution to the gravity anomaly arising from the mechanical or 533 

thermal reduction of the crustal porosity beneath the mare load and surrounding the intruded 534 

dikes is likely. 535 

We next inverted the Bouguer gravity over the PKT border structures for the best-fit 536 

dikes using a Monte Carlo approach. The sources of the anomalies were represented as density 537 

anomalies with elliptical cross-sections in the vertical plane perpendicular to the long axes of the 538 

anomalies, of assumed density contrast and bottom depth and unknown width and top depth. The 539 

bottom depths were set to the typical crustal thickness within the PKT of ~25 km (ref. 2), and the 540 

density contrasts were set to 550 kg/m
3
, corresponding to a crustal density of 2550 kg/m

3
 (ref. 2) 541 

and an intrusion density of 3100 kg/m
3
 (ref. 33). Dikes with elliptical cross-sections were then 542 

constructed from a large number of rectangular prismatic elements, and the gravity anomaly was 543 

calculated from those prisms
39

. The best-fit solutions were found using a simple Markov chain 544 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach
14

. The one-standard-deviation (1-σ) confidence intervals on the 545 

best-fit solutions were obtained by using a Metroplis-Hastings MCMC to test 20,000 models and 546 

analyzing the histograms of the resultant model parameters
14

. If the volume of the dike is 547 

accommodated solely by horizontal extension, then the resulting extensions for anomalies 1 and 548 

2 are 21 km and 20 km, respectively, given intrusion into a 25-km-thick crust. 549 

 550 

Thermal modelling 551 

The thermal evolution of the PKT was modelled following earlier work by Wieczorek 552 

and Phillips10
 and Grimm11

, under the assumption of conductive heat transfer through the 553 

mantle. The results of this work are primarily sensitive to the temperatures in the lithosphere, 554 



which are dominated by the concentration of heat-producing elements in the crust and the 555 

conductive heat transfer through the lithosphere. Although early convection beneath the PKT 556 

was possible
12

, this convection would have had only a second-order effect on the temperatures in 557 

the lithosphere. We used a finite difference approach to solve the spherical axisymmetric thermal 558 

diffusion equation. The model was benchmarked against the analytic solution for half-space 559 

cooling from an instantaneous temperature change applied to the surface, as well as by 560 

comparison with the results of previous work
10

. The model cells were divided into crust, mantle, 561 

and KREEP components.  562 

The PKT was represented by a spherical cap 2000 km (66°) in diameter in which the 563 

concentration of heat-producing elements was enhanced. The lack of similarly high 564 

concentrations of heat-producing elements on the farside is supported by the lack of evidence for 565 

KREEP-rich material within or surrounding the South Pole-Aitken impact basin
3
.  The cause for 566 

this concentration of incompatible elements on the nearside is not known, but it may be related to 567 

a degree-1 Rayleigh-Taylor instability that arose from the gravitational instability of the dense 568 

ilmenite rich cumulates formed in the late stages of magma ocean crystallization
34

. The crustal 569 

thickness was set to a uniform value of 40 km in order to isolate the effect of the concentration of 570 

heat-producing elements in the PKT. The effect of the thicker crust outside of the PKT is less 571 

than the uncertainties in the concentration of heat-producing elements and the thermal 572 

conductivity of the crust and PKT. We assumed a thermal conductivity of 2.0 W/m K for the 573 

crust and KREEP-rich material, and 3.0 W/m K for the mantle. The densities of the crust/PKT 574 

and mantle were set to 2550 and 3200 kg/m
3
, respectively, and a specific heat of 1200 J/kg K 575 

was assumed for all materials. 576 



Previous studies favoured a 10-km-thick layer of KREEP basalt at the base of the 577 

crust
10,12

, but other workers have argued that this scenario is not compatible with the gravity and 578 

topography of the region and generates too much melt
11

.  In our nominal model, we included a 579 

10-km-thick layer of KREEP basalt at the base of the crust.  We also considered the case of a 10-580 

km-thick layer of KREEP basalt distributed uniformly throughout a 40-km-thick crust.  We 581 

assumed a U concentration in the KREEP basalt of 3.4 ppm by weight, and concentrations of 582 

0.14 ppm and 6.8 ppb in the crust and mantle, respectively
10,12

. We assumed a K/U ratio of 2500 583 

and Th/U ratio of 3.7 in all materials
12

. The enhanced concentration of KREEP is given an abrupt 584 

edge in the thermal model for simplicity.  The thermal effects of this edge are broadened over the 585 

thermal diffusion length scale (~50 km for 100 million years), whereas the stress effects are 586 

spread out over a distance comparable to the flexural half-wavelength (~540 km for a lithosphere 587 

thickness of 50 km).  The overall stress pattern would be unaffected by tapering the margins of 588 

the KREEP terrane over length scales of this order.  The effects of melting and melt extraction 589 

on the temperature evolution were neglected. Extraction of melt would reduce the magnitude of 590 

the thermal anomaly in early time steps and decrease the amount of cooling by a modest amount, 591 

but would not change the character of the results.  592 

High temperatures throughout the lunar interior are expected after accretion and 593 

solidification of the magma ocean
36

.  The model was initialized with an approximation of an 594 

adiabatic temperature gradient throughout the model domain
10

, increasing linearly from 1450 K 595 

at the surface to 1500 K at the core-mantle boundary at a radius of 438 km. This temperature 596 

profile represents the temperature at the end of an early convective period. In the absence of an 597 

early period of convection, the temperatures at the top of the mantle after magma ocean overturn 598 

would have been similar
36

.  The top boundary condition was set to a constant temperature of 250 599 



K, approximating the radiative equilibrium temperature of the lunar surface.  A constant heat 600 

flux of 0 was applied as the basal boundary condition at the core-mantle boundary. The model 601 

begins at t=0 (4.5 Ga) and was run forward in time for 4.5 billion years.  The change in 602 

temperature with time was calculated between 4.0 Ga (somewhat before the onset of the 603 

geological record) and 3.0 Ga, bracketing the period during which the majority of the maria 604 

formed
17,40,41

. It is only the change in temperature that generates thermal stresses in the 605 

lithosphere, so even though the PKT was always warmer than its surroundings, its time evolution 606 

was characterized by net cooling and thermal contraction because it cooled at a faster rate.  The 607 

temperature change of the PKT relative to the surroundings was also calculated for illustration 608 

purposes by subtracting the temperature profile at the antipode of the PKT.  The absolute change 609 

in temperature was used in all stress modelling, but the relative temperature change serves to 610 

highlight the evolving thermal anomaly beneath the PKT.  611 

The changes in temperature as functions of time at 25-km-depth (the midplane of the 50 612 

km-thick lithosphere assumed for the stress modeling) both within and outside of the PKT are 613 

shown in Extended Data Fig. 4.  Both scenarios for the distribution of KREEP-rich material 614 

show similar patterns, but the model with an isolated KREEP-rich layer beneath the crust 615 

experiences an early phase of warming in the first few hundred million years.  Between 4.0 and 616 

3.0 Ga, both models predict substantially more cooling in the PKT than elsewhere.  The mantle 617 

immediately below the PKT follows a similar pattern of cooling with time as a result of the 618 

decline in heat production within the PKT.  In contrast, the mantle at deeper levels warms up as 619 

it slowly comes into thermal equilibrium with the overlying KREEP material
10

.  The changes in 620 

temperature of the upper and lower mantle with time are most pronounced for the case of 621 

KREEP at the base of the crust (Extended Data Fig. 5).  However, the net effect of the cooling 622 



upper mantle and warming lower mantle approximately cancel out. The temperature changes 623 

predicted here are somewhat larger than those of Wieczorek and Phillips10
 as a result of the 624 

different ratios between the concentrations of heat-producing elements
12

 and the neglect of latent 625 

heat and melt extraction effects in this study. Reducing the concentration of radiogenic isotopes 626 

or taking into account melt extraction would reduce the magnitudes of the predicted temperature 627 

changes and stresses, but would not affect their spatial patterns. 628 

There is substantial uncertainty in the early thermal state of the Moon.  The variation of 629 

temperature with depth after accretion and solidification of the magma ocean depends strongly 630 

on the timescale of accretion
42

, the depth of the magma ocean
21,42

, and the possible gravitational 631 

overturn of the magma ocean cumulates
36,37

.  However, our models depend primarily on the 632 

temperatures within the lithosphere, which are dominated by the time evolution of the heat 633 

production within the crust.  By 4.0 Ga, at which time we begin tracking the temperature changes 634 

to calculate the strain, the effect of the assumed initial condition on the temperatures in the 635 

lithosphere is greatly reduced.  The early period of thermal equilibration of the lithosphere is 636 

reflected in the ~200 million year period of increasing temperature for the case of KREEP-rich 637 

material concentrated at the base of the crust (Extended Data Fig. 4). The possible persistence of 638 

mantle convection throughout the time period of interest
12

 would affect the distribution of 639 

temperature with depth in the mantle but would have little effect on the time evolution of the 640 

temperature in the lithosphere. 641 

Both Apollo seismic observations
43

 and GRAIL gravity observations
2
 indicate that the 642 

Moon’s upper crust is fractured and porous, possibly to a depth of ~20 km.  This porosity is 643 

likely to reduce the thermal conductivity of the upper crust
44

. The viscous closure of porosity is a 644 

thermally activated process
2,45

, so the higher temperatures within the PKT (Extended Data Fig. 645 



4) may have decreased the crustal porosity and increased the thermal conductivity in the PKT 646 

relative to its surroundings. This increased thermal conductivity would have acted to accelerate 647 

the cooling of the PKT relative to that shown in Extended Data Figs 4-5. We have not attempted 648 

to model this process in detail, but we note that it will positively reinforce the thermal evolution 649 

shown here. 650 

 651 

Stress modelling 652 

The stresses resulting from the changes in temperature with time were modelled using the 653 

Tekton finite element software
20

 in a spherical axisymmetric geometry subject to a uniform radial 654 

gravitational acceleration. In order to provide adequate spatial resolution in the PKT, the model 655 

domain was limited to the elastic lithosphere, assumed to be 50 km thick (see discussion below). 656 

The bottom boundary condition represented the restoring force of the mantle with a pressure that 657 

varied with depth, whereas elements were free to move in both vertical and horizontal directions. 658 

The effects of the buoyant upward pressure arising from thermal anomalies in the mantle below 659 

the PKT were applied to the bottom boundary as an additional pressure term that varied with 660 

location on the basis of the thermal model results.  This pressure term was calculated as the depth 661 

integral of the density contrast relative to background density, scaled by the gravitational 662 

acceleration.  Although considerable thermal anomalies are predicted in the sub-lithospheric 663 

mantle beneath the PKT, the effects of the cooling upper mantle and warming lower mantle 664 

largely cancel out. The remaining pressure contributes to a broad upwarping of the surface
11

 but 665 

has little effect on the short-wavelength stresses that are the focus of this analysis.  The final 666 

topography and gravity anomalies over the PKT as a whole would have been strongly affected 667 

by the flexural resistance of the lithosphere
11

, the thinning of the crust within the PKT
2
, and 668 



loading by the maria
12

. The excess basal pressure far from the PKT, representing the effects of 669 

net global expansion or contraction, was subtracted from the basal pressure condition throughout 670 

the model.  The net volume change of the interior could add a uniform compressional or 671 

extensional horizontal stress to the lithosphere, depending on the early thermal history of the 672 

Moon
14,21,42

.The model domain of a 50-km-thick lithosphere stretching from pole to pole was 673 

divided into 600 nodes in the azimuthal direction and 20 nodes in the radial direction, resulting 674 

in element dimensions of 9.1 by 2.5 km at the surface. 675 

The predicted temperature change between 4.0 and 3.0 Ga (Extended Data Figs 5b, d) 676 

was used to calculate the resulting instantaneous elastic stresses in the model elements prior to 677 

any deformation
46

: 678 

 679 

σ = αvΔT
E

3(1− 2ν)
       680 

 681 

where σ is the stress (taken here to be isotropic), av is the volumetric coefficient of thermal 682 

expansion (assumed to be 2×10
-5

 K
-1

), E is Young’s modulus (assumed to be 100 GPa, which is 683 

likely appropriate for the lower crust in which the greatest contraction occurs), and ν is Poisson’s 684 

ratio (assumed to be 0.25). These pre-strain thermal stresses were added to the lithostatic stresses 685 

for the initial condition for the finite element model.  Imposing the effects of thermal contraction 686 

with the pre-strain stresses allows the resultant deformation and its effects on the stress field to 687 

arise self-consistently in the model.  688 

The elastic stresses were calculated relative to the far-field values at the opposite side of 689 

the planet in order to isolate the effects of thermal contraction of the PKT. Geological and 690 

geophysical evidence suggests that the net stress state of the Moon may have evolved from 691 



global expansion and extension to contraction and compression over the course of its thermal 692 

evolution
14,21

. In this scenario, the net global stress change at the time of formation of the border 693 

anomalies may have been small. However, theoretical models have shown that an early period of 694 

global expansion is difficult to generate for many likely lunar formation scenarios
42

.  We put this 695 

question aside and focused instead on the local stresses within and surrounding the PKT relative 696 

to the typical stresses far from the region.  These stresses would have been modified by the 697 

global stress state at the time of interest by the addition of a uniform compressional or 698 

extensional horizontal stress. In addition to the relative stresses, we also show the difference 699 

between the in-plane horizontal and vertical stresses (σh-σv) and the deviatoric horizontal stress 700 

(σh-σp), where σp is the pressure or mean stress value over all three directions (Extended Data 701 

Fig. 6).  The width of the zone of predicted extension (~400 km) is somewhat wider than the 702 

observed border structures (~200 km), but localization of the strain release would likely have 703 

occurred if the structures are analogous to lava-flooded rifts.  Similar stress patterns are predicted 704 

if KREEP-rich material is distributed uniformly through the crust, though the magnitudes of the 705 

stresses are reduced (Extended Data Fig. 7) because of the reduced temperature changes 706 

(Extended Data Fig. 5c, d). 707 

The stresses predicted by the model are dominated by the simple horizontal contractional 708 

stresses within the lithosphere.  However, volumetric contraction does induce small changes to 709 

the surface topography, which generates bending stresses of small magnitude.  Models in which 710 

the vertical displacement was set to zero at either the top or the bottom of the model domain 711 

resulted in similar stress fields, demonstrating that bending stresses do not contribute 712 

significantly. 713 



The modelling in this study is intentionally simple in order to isolate the effect of the 714 

contracting cap within the PKT.  This analysis did not consider the effects of spatial or temporal 715 

variations in the lithosphere thickness. If the base of the lithosphere follows the 800°C isotherm 716 

in the dry lunar mantle
47

, the lithosphere thickness would range from 33 km within the PKT to 717 

216 km outside of the PKT at 3 Ga for the case of KREEP concentrated at the base of the crust, 718 

with a smaller amplitude change in lithosphere thickness for KREEP distributed throughout the 719 

crust. The adopted lithosphere thickness value of 50 km is intermediate between the predicted 720 

values within and outside of the PKT.  This assumption is appropriate, since the tensile stresses 721 

of interest are at the edge of the PKT.   Since the dominant source of stress is the horizontal 722 

contraction of the lithosphere within the PKT, the stresses for the case of a variable lithosphere 723 

should be similar. Models that were run with a spatially variable lithosphere thickness predicted 724 

similar results but were subject to artefacts resulting from the large distortions in the element 725 

grid at the edge of the PKT. This model represented only the elastic stresses within the 726 

lithosphere. A viscoelastic model of the lithosphere and underlying mantle would predict a 727 

viscous transition zone at the base of the lithosphere within which the stresses decreased to zero 728 

at depth.  Coupling of the thermal and viscoelastic evolution would result in a lithosphere that 729 

thickens with time, and would likely reduce the magnitude of the predicted extension, but would 730 

not change the character of the results. Within the PKT, the stresses are characterized by 731 

compression in the upper lithosphere and extension in the lower lithosphere, whereas at the 732 

edges of the PKT the extensional stress reaches the surface. However, the frictional strength at 733 

the surface should approach 0 MPa, allowing release of the shallow compressional stresses.  734 

Brittle compressional failure of the frictionally weak upper lithosphere throughout the PKT 735 



would allow further contraction of the spherical cap, significantly enhancing the extension at its 736 

margins. 737 

In order to model directly the formation of the observed border structures, it would be 738 

necessary to localize the extension through tectonic failure. The localization of the extensional 739 

failure at discrete rift zones in the border structures would be dependent on the strain rate, 740 

rheology, and crustal thickness
48

.  Failure at the edges of the PKT would relieve the stresses in 741 

the interior and allow the spherical cap to pull away from the surrounding lithosphere.  Future 742 

work is needed to model more directly the formation of these border structures.  In this work, we 743 

simply show that thermal contraction of the PKT predicts extension at its edges, providing a 744 

straightforward model for generating the PKT border structures.  Additional stresses arising from 745 

uplift or subsidence of the lithosphere
11,12

 and magmatic processes would have also likely played 746 

a role.  747 

Zones favourable to the ascent of magma-filled dikes through the lithosphere were 748 

identified as those experiencing in-plane horizontal extension relative to the vertical stress and a 749 

favourable vertical stress gradient. Horizontal extension is required for the formation of vertical 750 

dikes, which would otherwise flatten out to produce horizontal sills.  In addition, the upward 751 

propagation of the dikes requires that the vertical gradient in the confining horizontal stress in 752 

the lithosphere (dσh/dz, where positive stresses are tensile, z is positive upward, and σh includes 753 

both the lithostatic stress and the added tectonic stress) be greater than the hydrostatic pressure 754 

gradient in the magma, causing the lower tip of the dike to pinch shut while the upper tip 755 

propagates upward. The low density of the lunar crust
2
 is an impediment to the rise of magma, 756 

even in a neutral stress state.  Magma ascent is favoured in cases in which the upper lithosphere 757 

is in a state of extension relative to the lower lithosphere
49

. For a magma density of 2900 kg/m
3
, 758 



this state corresponds to a vertical gradient in the horizontal stress in the lithosphere in excess of 759 

4.7 MPa/km. However, the stress gradient in the upper portions of a conductively cooling 760 

lithosphere with internal heat production and basal heating is generally not conducive to magma 761 

ascent as a result of the increasing horizontal extension with depth caused by the declining 762 

geothermal gradient in the lithosphere with time. This problem could be ameliorated by a failure-763 

induced reduction in the extensional stresses in the lower crust, by volatile exsolution within the 764 

magma to enhance the driving force for magma ascent
50

, or by a pressurized magma reservoir at 765 

depth. We use the criterion of a vertical stress gradient >4.7 MPa/km for unassisted magma rise, 766 

and we also look at the stress gradient relative to the far-field value antipodal to the PKT to 767 

assess the relative tendency for magma to rise through the lithosphere if assisted by other factors 768 

as discussed above. 769 

By these criteria, the zone at the margin of the PKT experiences stresses most conducive 770 

to magma ascent and eruption. Extensional horizontal stresses radial to the centre of the PKT 771 

would facilitate the formation of circumferential dikes throughout the full vertical extent of the 772 

lithosphere.  The stress gradient in this zone is more conducive to magma ascent than anywhere 773 

else on the Moon.  For the case of heating by a layer of KREEP at the base of the crust, magma 774 

would be predicted to rise unassisted to the middle of the lithosphere, whereas further ascent 775 

would require additional driving forces (Extended Data Fig. 6c).  For the case of heating by 776 

KREEP distributed throughout the crust, the zone at the edge of the PKT is still the preferred 777 

location of magma ascent, but some added driving force such as volatile exsolution or a 778 

pressurized magma chamber is required for the rise of magma into the crust (Extended Data Fig. 779 

7c). 780 



The model also predicts changes to the surface topography. The thermal contraction of 781 

the lithosphere with time causes surface subsidence due to the vertical component of that 782 

contraction.  Additionally, the horizontal shortening of the spherical cap centred on the PKT 783 

results in further subsidence due to the effects of the membrane stresses. Taking into account 784 

both the thermal contraction of the lithospheric cap in the PKT and the effects of thermal 785 

anomalies in the mantle, our models predict changes in surface topography less than 0.5 km 786 

during the period between 4.0 and 3.0 Ga.  This result cannot be directly compared with the 787 

observed topography because it represents only the change in topography over a fraction of lunar 788 

history.  However, we note that the predicted elevation changes are smaller than the observed 789 

relief.  The topographic depression within Procellarum cannot be explained by thermal 790 

subsidence alone. 791 

Previous work found that the patterns of uplift predicted by thermal models of the PKT 792 

are difficult to reconcile with the observed long-wavelength gravity and topography
11,12

.  793 

However, the gravity and topography within the PKT are also likely affected by variations in the 794 

thickness of the crust and by possible density anomalies in the underlying mantle
12

. The low 795 

topography within the PKT may also be affected by a reduction in the porosity of the crust from 796 

thermal annealing
45

. For a lunar crustal porosity of 12% (ref. 2), annealing the pore space in the 797 

lower 10–20 km would reduce the surface elevation by 1.2–2.4 km, consistent with the observed 798 

relief.  799 

We suggest that the quasi-rectangular pattern of border structures surounding the PKT is 800 

consistent with the intersection of linear rifts at 120°-angle triple junctions when the effect of the 801 

curvature of the surface is taken into account. Although the PKT border structures display some 802 

intermediate kinks and intersections, the overall planform is quasi-rectangular.  Similarly, 803 



although small-scale contraction crack polygons of all types in nature often have highly irregular 804 

forms, in the absence of competing effects (such as progressive subdivision of the polygons) the 805 

average structure is hexagonal because of the dominance of 120°-angle triple junctions at the 806 

vertices
51

. At small scales, the diameter of the polygons is determined by the size of the stress 807 

shadow around the fractures, which is proportional to the depth to which the fractures 808 

propagate
51

. The depth of fracturing for small contraction-crack polygons on Earth is dictated by 809 

the strain rate, the variation of stress with depth, and the rheology of the material in which the 810 

fractures form
51

. For the PKT, the size of the polygon was likely determined instead by the 811 

diameter of the tensile stress belt at the surface surrounding the thermal anomaly.  The 812 

propagation of the fractures or rifts into the interior of the region may have been prevented by 813 

the compressional stresses in the upper lithosphere above the thermal anomaly  (Extended Data 814 

Figs 6–7), which may have had an effect similar to the stress shadows around fractures in small-815 

scale polygons.  The distribution of KREEP-rich material in the subsurface is poorly constrained, 816 

while the distribution on the surface is strongly affected by the ejecta of the Imbrium basin and 817 

the distribution of KREEP-rich maria (the latter of which were controlled in part by the pattern 818 

of the PKT border structures).  An alternative explanation for the pattern of border structures that 819 

warrants further consideration is that the distribution of KREEP-rich material in the subsurface 820 

follows a quasi-rectangular pattern. 821 

 822 

Parallels between the PKT and the south polar terrain of Enceladus 823 

The overall planform of the PKT border structures bears a strong resemblance to that of 824 

the border structures surrounding the south polar terrain (SPT) of Saturn’s icy moon Enceladus, 825 

which are also quasi-rectangular in outline
25

.  However, as discussed in the main text and 826 



expanded upon below, substantial differences exist between these provinces and their inferred 827 

evolutionary histories.  We emphasize that we do not suggest that the specific processes and 828 

evolutionary paths of these two regions were identical.  Rather, the gross similarities between 829 

these two provinces on different bodies suggests broad parallels in the processes governing their 830 

evolution.  Here we summarize the basic properties of each province, and then discuss the SPT in 831 

more detail.   832 

The PKT on the Moon is a broad area of enhanced surface heat flow as a result of the 833 

high concentrations of heat-producing elements within the KREEP-rich material
3,10

 (Extended 834 

Data Fig. 8).  This compositional anomaly is likely a result of the concentration beneath the 835 

nearside of the late-stage crystallization products of the lunar magma ocean
34

, including dense 836 

ilmenite-rich cumulates and KREEP-rich material with high concentrations of U, Th, and K. The 837 

PKT was the most volcanically active region on the Moon and contains the majority of the mare 838 

basalt provinces
10

.  GRAIL gravity data has revealed the PKT to be surrounded by a quasi-839 

rectangular set of magmatic-tectonic structures with straight sides and angular intersections. The 840 

border anomalies along the northern (Mare Frigoris) and eastern edges of the PKT occur beneath 841 

maria that are confined within elongated topographic depressions, whereas the border anomalies 842 

on the western and southern edges of the PKT lie adjacent and interior to the topographic step up 843 

to the highlands. The PKT is characterized by low topography that is largely isostatically 844 

compensated over long wavelengths.  This compensated depression can be explained by a crust 845 

that is thinner
2
 or denser than the surrounding crust, by the presence of denser materials at depth, 846 

or by a combination of these effects. Thermal annealing of the pore space beneath the PKT due 847 

to its high heat flow may have increased the bulk density of the crust at depth, which may 848 

contribute to the low topography
45

.  Deeper density anomalies could result from either the 849 



intrusion of KREEP-rich magma into the lower crust, or from the presence of a remnant of the 850 

ilmenite-rich cumulates in the upper mantle that may not have fully mixed into the deeper 851 

interior
37

. Although a thinner crust likely explains most of the observed topography, 852 

contributions from reduced crustal porosity and the presence of dense materials within or below 853 

the crust appear likely.  854 

The SPT on Enceladus is an area of strongly enhanced surface heat flow
26,52,53

 (Extended 855 

Data Fig. 8) as a result of either localized tidal heating or the localized release of global tidal 856 

heating.  The source of this thermal anomaly is thought to be related to the presence of a regional 857 

liquid water sea or the regional thickening of a global ocean beneath the SPT, which may be a 858 

result of locally enhanced tidal heating and would itself contribute to the enhanced tidal 859 

heating
27,54,55

. The SPT is cyrovolcanically active, as revealed by the plume of water vapor and 860 

icy particles emanating from the parallel “tiger stripe” fractures in the centre of the SPT
24

.  861 

Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) images reveal the SPT to be bound by a quasi-862 

rectangular set of tectonic structures with straight sides and angular intersections
24

.  These border 863 

structures occur near the edges of the topographic depression containing the SPT
24

, located either 864 

at or just above the topographic step leading from the SPT up to the surrounding surface
25

 (Fig. 865 

3c).  The SPT is characterized by low topography
25,56

 that is largely isostatically compensated at 866 

long wavelengths
57

, which is best explained by the presence of a dense subsurface ocean
57,58

. 867 

Depressions in other areas of Enceladus
25

 have been explained as a result of the thermal 868 

annealing of the pore space due to the presence of local thermal anomalies beneath these regions 869 

in the past
59

.  Some contribution to the SPT depression from a reduction of the pore space seems 870 

probable given the high observed heat flow. However, the large apparent depth of compensation 871 



of the SPT indicated by the long-wavelength gravity and topography suggests that the effect of a 872 

deeper ocean dominates
57

.  873 

Although there are notable large-scale morphological and geodynamic similarities 874 

between the PKT and the SPT, there are many differences between these provinces as well. The 875 

thermal anomaly in the SPT is a result of tidal, rather than radiogenic, heating. Multiple 876 

mechanisms have been proposed to explain the high heat flux in the SPT, including viscous 877 

heating in the ice shell
55

 and shear heating along fractures
60

.  Each of these mechanisms 878 

ultimately relies on tidal energy from the gravitational interaction of Enceladus with Saturn. 879 

However, the expected steady-state rate of tidal heating for the present-day eccentricity
61

 is not 880 

sufficient to maintain the observed heat flux within the SPT
26,53

 or the inferred subsurface ocean 881 

beneath the region
27

. Recent results have revised the lower bounds on the heat flow downward
52

, 882 

but values remain above the expected steady-state tidal heating unless the dissipation within 883 

Saturn is higher than expected from theoretical considerations
62

.  This discrepancy may be 884 

explained if the SPT today is in a transient state of high heatflow following an earlier high 885 

eccentricity phase during which the ocean formed
27

. This scenario implies a time-variable heat 886 

flux in which the SPT may be cooling today.  887 

The lack of craters within the SPT
24

 suggests an earlier episode of volcanic resurfacing, 888 

lithosphere recycling
28,63

, or viscous relaxation of the craters
64. Each of these scenarios could 889 

have resulted in a regional thermal anomaly, followed by a period of cooling and contraction of 890 

the ice throughout the SPT. Globally, substantial lateral and temporal variations in the heat flux 891 

have been inferred on the basis of high local heat fluxes indicated by the relaxation of craters
64

 892 

and the flexural support of topography
65

.  Structures similar in scale and morphology to the SPT 893 



on the leading and trailing hemispheres suggest similar activity at those locations in the past
66

, 894 

further supporting spatial and temporal variability in the thermal state of Enceladus’ ice shell.  895 

The SPT border structures are each composed of a belt of closely spaced parallel ridges, 896 

surrounded by an inward (southward) facing scarp
24,67

.  The ridge belts likely formed by 897 

compression
24,25

, though extensional deformation
68

 or more complicated scenarios
69

 may have 898 

played a role in the formation of the south-facing scarps. For the compressional interpretation, it 899 

has been proposed that the tectonics in the SPT was driven by regional thermal expansion
70

, 900 

which is similar in nature but opposite in sign to what is proposed here for the PKT. At some 901 

intersections, the border scarps are continuous with fracture belts extending northward from 902 

120°-angle triple junctions
67

, consistent with an extensional origin for the outer scarp. However, 903 

the folded terrains confined within the angular corners are indicative of compressional 904 

deformation
24

. Compressional folding is also observed in the interior of the SPT away from the 905 

border structures
71

, whereas tensile opening of the “tiger stripe” fractures is required to explain 906 

the observed volcanic venting
72

. Thus, both compressional and extensional tectonics have been 907 

active along the border structures and within the interior of the SPT.  908 

Some structures observed within the SPT are to first order consistent with our model 909 

predictions for the PKT.  The models predict the upper lithosphere within a cooling lithospheric 910 

cap to be in a state of compression due to its coupling with the contracting lower lithosphere, 911 

whereas the cap would be surrounded by a belt in which extensional stresses pervade the entire 912 

lithosphere (Figure 4, Extended Data Figs 6–7).  This stress pattern predicts broad compressional 913 

deformation of the upper lithosphere within the SPT and lithosphere-scale normal faulting at the 914 

margins. However, we emphasize that simple thermal expansion and contraction alone cannot 915 



explain the extensive tectonism within the SPT. The extensive tectonic modification and 916 

resulting large strains may indicate an earlier period of mobile-lithosphere tectonics
28,63

. 917 

Enceladus is much smaller than the Moon (radii of 252 and 1738 km, respectively).  918 

Although the SPT is much smaller than the PKT in physical size (~300 km versus ~2000 km), 919 

they are similar in angular size (Fig. 3).  Thus, the geometric arguments for the formation of the 920 

quasi-rectangular PKT border structures due to the intersection of tectonic structures at 120° 921 

angles on a spherical surface may have relevance to the SPT as well.  922 

Thus, we suggest that broadly similar geodynamic processes may have been at work in 923 

the PKT and the SPT. Both regions are characterized by strong thermal anomalies, enhanced 924 

volcanic activity, and low topography. The quasi-rectangular structures surrounding both 925 

provinces are consistent with the expected shapes of sets of tectonic structures intersecting at 926 

120°-angle triple junctions. However, the specific evolutionary paths of the provinces were 927 

likely substantially different. The source of heat, temporal variations in heat flux, and rheology 928 

of the lithosphere would have been substantially different in each case. Our current 929 

understanding of the formation and evolution of both structures is incomplete. Nevertheless, both 930 

provinces highlight the important effect that regional thermal anomalies can have on the regional 931 

volcanic and tectonic evolution of diverse planetary bodies. 932 
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1033 



Extended Data Table 1. Extension and strain across two border anomalies 1033 

  Anomaly 1 Anomaly 2 

Filter ρρM (kg/m
3
) extension strain extension strain 

isostatic 3220 15 km 0.11 13 km 0.08 
equal amplitude 3220 12 km 0.09 10 km 0.07 

isostatic 3500 11 km 0.09 10 km 0.06 
equal amplitude 3500 11 km 0.08 9 km 0.06 

mare-crust only 3220 10 km 0.07 8 km 0.05 
crust-mantle only 3220 16 km 0.12 18 km 0.12 

 1034 

1035 



 1035 

Extended Data Figure 1.  Comparison of the GRAIL gravity gradients with proposed 1036 

Procellarum basin ring structures.  a, Bouguer gravity gradients (Eötvös) in a Lambert 1037 

azimuthal equal-area projection of the nearside of the Moon. b, Muted gravity gradients overlaid 1038 

with mapped mare shorelines and scarps (dots) and wrinkle ridges (lines) (modified from Figure 1039 

1 of Whitaker5
). 1040 

1041 



 1041 

Extended Data Figure 2.  Filters applied during the crustal thickness modelling.  Filters 1042 

were applied during the calculation of the relief along the crust-mantle interface (solid) and 1043 

mare-crust interface (dashed) for cases in which the relief along the two interfaces was either a, 1044 

isostatic prior to mare loading or b, equal and opposite in amplitude.  The filter in b imposes the 1045 

isostatic condition from degrees 1 to 3, with a linear transition to the equal amplitude filter from 1046 

degrees 3 to 10. Both filters apply a cosine taper from degrees 125 to 150. The mare-crust filter 1047 

is shown for illustration purposes only. In practice, the relief along the mare-crust interface was 1048 

calculated using the residual Bouguer anomaly after the calculation of the crust-mantle interface 1049 

relief (equivalent to using the filter shown with the original Bouguer gravity). 1050 

1051 



Extended Data Figure 3. (next page) Predicted thicknesses of the crust and maria and 1051 

average cross-sections across two of the anomalies.  Predicted thickness of the maria (left) and 1052 

underlying feldspathic crust (middle), and cross-sections of the modeled structure of anomaly 1 1053 

(right, top) and anomaly 2 (right, bottom) showing the variation in the thickness of the mare 1054 

(dark gray) and feldspathic crust (light gray).  Models are for the cases of a-d, isostatic relief 1055 

along the two interfaces prior to mare infilling with a mantle density of 3220 kg/m
3
, e-h, equal-1056 

amplitude relief along the two interfaces with a mantle density of 3220 kg/m
3
, i-l, isostatic relief 1057 

along the two interfaces prior to mare infilling with a mantle density of 3500 kg/m
3
, m-p, equal-1058 

amplitude relief along the two interfaces with a mantle density of 3500 kg/m
3
, q-t, all gravity 1059 

anomalies at degrees >10 ascribed to relief on the mare-crust interface, and u-x, all gravity 1060 

anomalies at degrees >10 ascribed to relief on the crust-mantle interface. 1061 



 1062 



 1063 

Extended Data Figure 4.  Temperature evolution at a depth of 25 km.  Temperatures are 1064 

shown for a, KREEP-rich material concentrated at the base of the crust and b, KREEP-rich 1065 

material distributed throughout the crust.  The temperature at the base of the crust outside the 1066 

PKT is shown for comparison.  The period between 4.0 and 3.0 Ga that is the focus of the stress 1067 

modeling is indicated by the shaded box. 1068 

1069 



 1069 

Extended Data Figure 5.  Predicted changes in temperature relative to areas outside the 1070 

PKT and absolute temperature change between 4.0 and 3.0 Ga.   Results are shown for cases 1071 

with a,b, KREEP concentrated below the crust and c,d, KREEP distributed throughout the crust. 1072 

The PKT is centred on the pole at the left side of the panels.  The region shown in Extended Data 1073 

Figs 6-7 (encompassing 90° of arc extending radially outward from the centre of the PKT and 1074 

downward to a depth of 50 km) is outlined in black. 1075 

1076 



 1076 

Extended Data Figure 6. Predicted lithospheric stresses and magma ascent for the case of 1077 

10 km of KREEP at the base of the crust.  Cross-sections show a, the in-plane horizontal 1078 

stresses (radial to the centre of the PKT, the far-field stress profile was subtracted to calculate the 1079 

relative stress), b, the difference between the in-plane horizontal stress and the vertical stress, c, 1080 

the magma ascent criteria, and d, the deviatoric stress.  The magma ascent criteria reveals 1081 

portions of the crust in which the horizontal stresses are tensile relative to the vertical stresses to 1082 

permit the formation of vertical dikes (dark gray), where the vertical stress gradient is more 1083 

favorable to magma ascent than the lithosphere far from the PKT (light grey), where magma will 1084 

rise unassisted by other factors such as pressurized magma chambers (red), and where none of 1085 

the criteria are satisfied (diagonal lines). 1086 

1087 



 1087 

Extended Data Figure 7. Predicted lithospheric stresses and magma ascent for the case of 1088 

10 km of KREEP basalt distributed uniformly through a 40-km-thick crust.  All panels are 1089 

as in Extended Data Fig. 6.  1090 

1091 



 1091 

Extended Data Figure 8.  Additional comparisons of Procellarum KREEP terrane to the 1092 

Enceladus south polar terrain. a, The PKT is characterized high heat flow as a result of the 1093 

enhanced abundances of radioactive elements
3
 (represented by the concentration of thorium

4
).  b, 1094 

The border structures of the SPT as revealed by Cassini ISS images
24

 also trace a quasi-1095 

rectangular pattern enclosing a region of c, elevated brightness temperatures and enhanced heat 1096 

flow
26

.  All maps are in a simple polar projection.  In all panels, the circle corresponds to an 1097 

angular diameter of 180° of surface arc, divided into 10° increments. 1098 


